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Project summary

ESP-sim is designing a model for Enabled Self-
Procurement (ESP) forn delivering sustainable 
communities in the UK. ESP is a system which 
supports individuals as the developers of their own 
homes, set within a coordinated community where 
everyone becomes the decision maker.

The project brings together a range of industry 
experts to discuss and explore the feasibility of 
ESP in the UK. Multi user 3D design software called 
‘YouCanPlan’ is being developed to help visualise 
ESP outcomes and resolve the apparent complexity 
which currently forms a barrier to local authorities  
or developers wishing to pursue this route.

A public online participatory design event using 
YouCanPlan will provide a simulation of the design 
quality possible with ESP, and a measure of the social 
capital built into urban and suburban outcomes. 

YouCanPlan software will allow users to look around 
a virtual community, find an appropriate plot, shop 
for and customise a pattern book house design to 
suit their requirements, chat and compare choices 
with other members of the community, and finally 
manage their budget before committing to a 
decision.

The ESP-sim team is active in its search for likely ‘early 
adopter’ developers who might deliver constructed 
pilot schemes and the generation of case studies for 
future learning.
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